
Here are some more practice programs for you to try out.

1. (10) Write the short program which adds 7 to every second byte of any
eighty (80) byte string at STR.

2. At STRING1 we have the 60 bytes, B0, B1, B2, B3 . . . We wish to move
every third byte to STRING2. When this program is finished we expect
to have the 20 bytes B0, B3, B6, B9 . . . at STRING2.

(10) Write the necessary routine to accomplish this.

3. (10) At STRING1 we have the 100 bytes, S0, S1, S2, . . . At STRING2
we have the 100 different bytes, P0, P1, P2, . . . We wish to interleave the
bytes, so that at STRING3 we will have S0, P0, S1, P1, S2, P2, . . .. Write
the program to accomplish this.

4. (10) We want to take the 18 bytes at MESG1, subtract 5 from each, and
store the result at MESG2. (The number of bytes will always be 18.)
Write the short program needed to accomplish this.

5. (10) The subroutine CHAROUT already exists. It takes an ASCII char-
acter in D1.B and prints it on the screen.

We need the subroutine PRTMSG. This routine is called after A3.L is
pointed to the start of the message. The message is terminated with a
NULL character. Write the subroutine PRTMSG.

6. (10) Write the short program which will take the 20 byte message:

mesg1 dc.b ’This is the message.’

and store it at MESG2 in reverse order, so that it will read

’.egassem eht si sihT’

7. (10) We want to take the 18 bytes at MSG1, add 7 to each, and store the
result at MSG2. (The number of bytes will always be 18.) Write the short
program needed to accomplish this.

8. (10) At STRING1 we have a string of 200 bytes. We wish to move these
bytes to STRING2 but in the process to leave out all bytes in which bit
7 is set. Thus, for example, the byte 0100110 B should be moved but the
byte 1011110B should be discarded.
Write the necessary routine to accomplish this.

9. (10) We have 20 words of data stored at DTBYTE. Each word is to be
squared and the resultant long word deposited at DTLONG. Write the
required routine.

10. (8) We have 10 bytes B0, B1, . . . , B9 stored at STRING. We wish to ap-
pend to this string of bytes the same characters in reverse order. The
string should contain B0, B1, . . . , B9, B9, . . . , B1, B0 when the program is
finished. Write the required routine.



11. (10) At LOC we have 200 bytes of data. We want a routine which will
add up the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, ... , namely the odd numbered bytes, and
form the sum, as a longword, in D3.

12. (10) At STORAGE we have 20 bytes. We want to (add $1A to each byte
and) put them at DEPOT in reverse order, so that the first at STORAGE
becomes the last at DEPOT.

Write the necessary short program to accomplish this.

13. At STRING1 we have the 60 bytes, B0, $7C, B1, $7C, B2, $7C, . . . We wish
to move these bytes, and remove the byte $7C which follows each of them
so that at STRING2 we’ll only have B0, B1, B2, . . .
(10) Write the necessary subroutine to accomplish this.

14. (10) The byte portion of register D1 contains the hex code for a decimal
number in the range 0 - 99D. The rest of the register is 0. We want the
two ASCII digit representation of this number as two bytes at memory
location NUM. If, for example, D0 were to contain $0000005E (94 D) then
we want to store the two bytes $39 and $34 at NUM.

Write a short routine to accomplish this.

15. (10) Write the short program which will take the 2’s complement of 100
bytes stored at STR1, and store the resultant bytes at STR2. The bytes
at STR1 must remain intact.

16. (10) The register D0.B contains the bits (B7, B6, B5, B4, B3, B2, B1, B0).
Write the subroutine SPIN which will turn the bits backwards, so that
D0.B will contain (B0, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7).

17. (10) At STRING we have 40 bytes. We want to take those bytes, add $2A
to each, and put them back in their original locations. This process is
terminated when either all 40 bytes have been processed or if the addition
causes the carry flag to be set.

Write the necessary short program to accomplish this.

18. (10) At STRING1 we have the 30 bytes, B0, B1, B2, . . . We wish to move
these bytes and insert the byte $5F after each of them so that at STRING2
we’ll have B0, $5F, B1, $5F, B2, $5F, . . .

Write the necessary subroutine to accomplish this.

19. (10) At NUM we have two ASCII bytes representing a two digit decimal
number. (For example they could be placed there by using the declaration
DC.B ’7’,’4’.) We need a program to convert any two possible digits at
NUM to their equivalent hex byte value in D1.

Write a short routine to accomplish this.

20. (10) Write the short program which will take any 90 byte string at STR1,
add the numbers in triples, and store the resultant 30 bytes at STR2. The
bytes at STR1 must remain intact.

21. (10) Write the short program which will take any seventy (70) byte string
at STR1, add the numbers in pairs, and store the 35 resultant bytes at
STR2.



22. (10) Write the short program which will take the 30 bytes at STR1 and
transfer them to STR2, but discard every 3rd one. For example, if we start
at STR1 with $B1, $B2, $B3, $B4, $B5, $B6, $B7, $B8, $B9, . . . then we
should end up at STR2 with $B1, $B2, $B4, $B5, $B7, $B8, . . .

23. (10) Write the short program which will pick up any fifteen (15) bytes
stored at SOURS, deposit them at DEST, but in doing this add 1 to the
first byte, 2 to the second and finally 15 to the last. See the example
below.

sours dc.b 20,10,’A’,5,6,9,12,$A,$F,3,7,46,$D,4,$5A
dest 21,12,’D’,9, ...

24. (10) Write the short program which will take any twenty (20) byte mes-
sage at MESG1 and store it at MESG2, with every two adjacent bytes
reversed. Below we have an example of this process.

MESG1 dc.b ’A message goes here.’
MESG2 ’ Aemssga eogseh re.e’

25. (10) The string shown at MESG can have any number of slashes (/) at its
beginning. Write the short program which will take the string and put it
back at MESG but without the slashes in front.

mesg dc.b ’/// ...//This is the ...’,0

26. (10) We are doing some fairly decent cryptography. Write the short pro-
gram which will take the 80 byte message at SOURS, reverse the order of
the nibbles in each byte (see below), and store the encrypted message at
DEST.

sours dc.b $1E,$20,$5A,$F0,$3C ... ;80 bytes start here
dest $E1,$02,$A5,$0F,$C3 ... ;80 bytes end up here

27. (10) Write the short program which will pick up any fifty (50) bytes
stored at SOURS, deposit them at DEST, but in doing this replace every
second byte by its negative (see below).

sours dc.b $1E,$20,$5A,$F0,$3F ... ;50 bytes start here
dest $1E,$E0,$5A,$10,$3F ... ;50 bytes end up here

28. (10) We need a short program to add up the numbers from 1 to 250 and
produce the result in D3.W. Write this program.


